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A Sim Shopping business manager is a job that many people have to do daily or weekly to be able to buy the things they need, and this has been traditional in many countries around the world. Along with the development of human life, shopping has also increased from small markets to supermarkets. It's all built for everyone to go there and have a great shopping experience.
Today, shopping malls are located all over the world to meet the needs of everyone. So have you ever wanted to be the manager of a big shopping mall? Surely that would be great. If so, then come the game Mega Mall Story 2 produced by a manufacturer from Japan, Kairosoft. This is a very famous developer who has released many popular games with classic Pixel graphics
style. For example, some games, Kingdom Adventurers, Game Dev Story and there are many other great games produced by this company. Coming to this game, players will experience the feeling of becoming a manager and creating the world's largest shopping industry. The simulation game, which will stimulate the development of a huge shopping mall. So do you want to be a
boss or not? If so, immediately download Mega Mall Story 2. GAMEPLAY Due to the simulation genre, the gameplay of the game is not too complicated, and players will elementary to familiarize them with the style of play of the game. But if the player feels difficult, the player will receive help from secretary Eleanor Esplanade. With her help, things will be much easier for players
to play the game. Players will play the role of an owner of a shopping mall, and the player's mission is to develop them. At first, the mall was very small, with just a few simple things like a sales machine and some other things. But this is also the time when things start, and players will be offered the same amount of 2000G to be able to use to build shopping malls. Players will use
this money to create something like a gift shop to sell some items. Once the construction is complete, the mall is officially put into operation and can make money by selling goods to customers. After being able to earn a certain number of customers, the player will be published in the newspaper and become a rising star. Each time something is built, the player must first know
whether there is enough space to build or not. Therefore, players will also need to arrange a reasonable position to be able to build a lot of things and earn a lot of money. But the mall can only operate during the day, after the evening the mall will automatically close and the staff will rest. After the curtain ends and the sun rises, everything will continue to work as usual to bring
profit to the player. SHOPPING Industry Development FEATURES From the simple things, after accumuling enough money, players will Be a full amount, players can use their money to make shopping malls. There will be a lot of things for players to build decorations for their shopping. Things like bakeries, cafes, flower sellers... is for players to make money for other things. After
becoming a big brand, there will be a lot to build, such as statues, fountains ... Construction of stations and bus stations Large shopping centers will have bus stations or stations so that customers can easily get there to shop. So in-game can also build this to be able to attract customers. Players can build subway stations and bus stations above to attract more customers to your
mall. Mega Mall Story 2 graphics have a pixel graphics format that is very familiar to the vast majority of players worldwide. This is the graphic style of the game that has been around for a long time, like Contra. It gives players a different experience than old games bring. Mega Mall Story 2 will be a great entertainment game for players to relax after hard work. Mega Mall Story 2
APK 1.1.4 (35 MB) Additional information Android4.1 or higher Requirements In this game we operate a department store, so we need to build a wide range of stores and some infrastructure. You have to build your own department store, so that each floor has a whole new company. All you have to do is make money from it, help people find the right job, perfect your company and
build your department store! Casual simulation / simulation แรพตาร: Kairosoft Co., Ltd รุร: 1.1.7 สําหรรร Android รปรรดตรรรื่ร: รี.ร 17, 2563 Mega Mall Story 2 apk is a task that many people have to do daily or weekly to buy, and it has been traditional in many countries around the world. With the development of human life, shopping has also increased from small markets to
supermarkets. Everyone is made to go there and have a great shopping experience. There are shopping malls all over the world today to cater to everyone's needs. Have you always wanted to be the manager of a major shopping mall? That would certainly be great. If so, come to Mega Mall Story 2 game produced by Japan, author of Kairos. He is a very well known developer
who has released many popular games with classic Pixel graphics style. For example, there are several games produced by this company, Kingdom Adventurer, Game Dev Story and many other great games. When players enter the game, they feel they will become managers and create the world's largest shopping industry. The simulation game will stimulate the development of
a huge shopping mall. Do you want to be a boss or not? If so, download Mega Mall Story 2 immediately. GamePlay Due to the simulation style, the gameplay of the game is not too complicated and players are ready to get acquainted with the style of the game. However, if the player feels difficult, he will get help from Minister Eleanor With its help, it becomes very easy for players
to play the game. Players play the role of mall owners, and the player's job is to develop them. Initially, the mall was small, with things as simple as a welding machine and a few other things. But this is the time when things start and players get a 2000g amount that can be used to build a shopping mall. With this money, players create gift shops to sell certain items. Once
construction is complete, the mall is officially put into operation and can make money by selling goods to customers. After getting a certain number of subscribers, the player is put in the newspaper and becomes an ambitious star. Every time something is done, players must know in advance whether there is enough space to build. So players have to find the right place to do a lot
of things and earn a lot of money. However, the mall can only operate during the day. After dark, the mall is closed automatically and staff relax. After the curtain closes and the sun sets, everything is working normally to make a profit for the players. Real Estate Development shopping industryFrom the simple things, after receiving enough money, players will receive the full
amount. You can use your money to build a construction mall. Players will have to create and decorate multiple items to make their purchases. Things like bakeries, cafes, flower sellers are for players to make money for other things. Once we become a big brand, we will have to create many other things like statues and fountains. Construction of stations and bus stops Large
shopping centers have bus stops or train stations so customers can shop easily. So you can also make it in-game to attract customers. Players can use it to create subways and bus stops to attract more customers to your mall. GraphicMega Mall Story 2 has a pixel graphics format that is familiar to most players worldwide. This is a graphic style of the game that has long seemed
unacceptable. This gives players a different feel than the old games. Mega Mall Story 2 is an exciting game where players can relax after a hard day's work. Andro-Mod » Games » Simulation » Mega Mall Story2 (MOD, Unlimited Money) A business management sim where you can make a shopping mall that is right for you! Everything has been expanding since the last game -
bigger construction, higher construction! Enjoy freedom and customization like never before. Add public transport stations to take customers further away. Guests can arrive by bus, subway, helicopter, and even on UFO! Meet the new shopping mall travelers bursting with personality. I can go for a bowl of ramen and a good book ... It is the manager's job to ensure customer
satisfaction. Building stores will satisfy your regular customers! Create enough great stores... And you can even attract Vip! New tenants shop exclusively for this title. Set up exhibitions, cinemas, swimming pools and even an indoor farm! Stores come in different shapes and sizes - the combination is limitless! Create combos by placing related stores on the same floor. Take
advantage of weather and landscape to attract more customers and compete
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